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Editorial Introduction

Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb.

Alhamdulillah thanks to Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala, because of His mercy, KINETIK journal, Volume 4, Issue 1, 2019 is officially published. We would like to deliver our gratefulness and highest appreciation to peer reviewers, editor, writers, and all people that have helped and cooperated to make KINETIK journal published. We hope that KINETIK journal could be beneficial and contributive to the knowledge development for all of us. Finally, in order to improve the quality of its contents and layout, we invite you to kindly share your suggestion via email to our editorial team for the following edition improvement.

Wassalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb.
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WRITING INSTRUCTION

All manuscript should comply these following rules:

1. All manuscripts must be sent through website http://kinetik.umm.ac.id and follow the determined registration steps. Registration and submission are free of charge.

2. The manuscripts should be written by at least 2 authors.

3. The minimum length of manuscript is 8 pages and the maximum is 12 pages. Using paper A4 (210 x 297 mm) and complying the provided template. Manuscript is typed using Microsoft Word (.docx) with margin 30 mm on the top, right, bottom, and left side.

4. Title and keywords are written in Indonesia, whereas abstract must be written in Indonesian and English.
   a) Title should not be longer than 15 words, font Arial, size 14, centered alignment, and bolded.
   b) The title should comply the Indonesian Perfected Spelling System (PSS). If you wish to use English terms, please write it in italic.
   c) The maximum length for abstract is 250 words. Abstract should be written in past tense. Nomenclature standard and abbreviation should be avoided. There is no picture and table excerpt in abstract.
   d) Maximum keywords are 5 words, and separated using comma. Keywords should represent the content of the manuscript.

5. Manuscript writing system should consist of 4 important parts namely: (1) Introduction, (2) primary content (methodology etc.), (3) Finding and Discussion, and (4) Conclusion. Reference should be written on the last page.

6. Subtitle numbering should comply these following rules:
   1	Title sub chapter
   1.1	Title sub sub chapter
   1.2	Title sub sub chapter
   1.2.3	Title sub sub sub chapter

7. Picture and table should be centered and cited in paragraph.

8. Mathematical equation should be written clearly, chronological ordered, and equipped with required notation.
9. Page number, header, and footer will not be included. All hypertext link and bookmark will be deleted. If you wish to link to any email address or URL in your manuscripts, it should be typed in regular font.

10. Citation and Reference should be written in IEEE standard.

a) Citation should be numbered using format [1], [2], [3], ... in accordance with its list order.

b) Wikipedia, personal blog, and non-scientific website are not allowed.

11. Literature refers to at least 10 latest articles from reputable National or International journal, from latest and relevant journal, referring to KINETIK journal is recommended.

12. The detail writing instruction could be accessed and downloaded on KINETIK website http://kinetik.umm.ac.id template section.

13. KINETIK journal, scientific research journal is published four times in a year, on February, May, August, and November. The due dates for submission are as follows:

a) February Edition : 25 December
b) May Edition : 25 March
c) August Edition : 25 June
d) November Edition : 25 September